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Handling Multiple Failures in IP Networks through
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Abstract—It has been observed that transient failures are fairly
common in IP backbone networks and there have been several
proposals based on local rerouting to provide high network
availability despite failures. While most of these proposals are
effective in handling single failures, they either cause loops or
drop packets in the case of multiple independent failures. To
ensure forwarding continuity even with multiple failures, we
propose Localized On-demand Link State (LOLS) routing. Under
LOLS, each packet carries a blacklist, which is a minimal set
of failed links encountered along its path, and the next hop is
determined by excluding the blacklisted links. We show that the
blacklist can be reset when the packet makes forward progress
towards the destination and hence can be encoded in a few bits.
Furthermore, blacklist-based forwarding entries at a router can
be precomputed for a given set of failures requiring protection.
While the LOLS approach is generic, this paper describes how it
can be applied to ensure forwarding to all reachable destinations
in case of any two link or node failures. Our evaluation of
this failure scenario based on various real network topologies
reveals that LOLS needs 6 bits in the worst case to convey the
blacklist information. We argue that this overhead is acceptable
considering that LOLS routing deviates from the optimal path
by a small stretch only while routing around failures.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet is increasingly being used for mission-critical
applications and it is expected to be always available. Unfortunately, service disruptions happen even in well-managed
networks due to link and node failures. There have been some
studies [1]–[3] on frequency, duration, and type of failures
in an IP backbone network. [2] reported that failures are
fairly common and most of them are transient: 46% last less
than a minute and 86% last less than ten minutes. To support
emerging time-sensitive applications in today’s Internet, these
networks need to survive failures with minimal service disruption. For example, a disruption time of longer than 50 ms
is considered intolerable for mission-critical applications [4].
Therefore, providing uninterrupted service availability despite
transient failures is a major challenge for service providers.
While a majority of the failures were observed to be single
failures, one study [2] has found that approximately 30%
of unplanned failures (which constitute 80% of all failures)
involve multiple links, which is a significant fraction that needs
to be addressed. Moreover, the extent of service disruption
caused by multiple failures can be quite significant. Hence, it
is important to devise schemes that protect the network against
not only single failures but also multiple independent failures.
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Our work is motivated by this need, which is also the focus
of some of the recently proposed routing schemes [5]–[7].
The commonly deployed link state routing protocols such
as OSPF and ISIS are designed to route around failed links but
they lack the resiliency needed to support high availability [1].
The remedies suggested in [8], [9] can achieve convergence
in less than one second. However, bringing it down below the
50ms threshold runs the risk of introducing routing instability
due to hot-potato routing, which can cause relatively small
internal link-state changes to trigger a large churn of external
routes [10]. MPLS [11] can handle transient failures effectively
with its label stacking capability. However, we argue that
it is not scalable to configure many backup label switched
paths for protection against various combinations of multiple
independent failures. In [12], authors attempt to make MPLS
based recovery scalable to multiple failures, but assume that
probable failure patterns based on past statistics on the network
failures are known to the MPLS control plane.
There have been several fast reroute proposals for handling
transient failures in IP networks by having the adjacent nodes
perform local rerouting without notifying the whole network
about a failure [13]–[17]. However, most of these schemes
are designed to deal with single or correlated failures only.
Recently, [7] proposed an approach to handle dual link, but
only single node failures. On the other hand, failure carrying
packets (FCP) [5] and packet recycle (PR) [6] try to forward
packets to reachable destinations even in case of arbitrary
number of failures. The drawbacks, however, are that FCP
carries failure information in each packet all the way to the
destination whereas PR forwards packets along long detours.
We propose a scalable Localized On-demand Link State
(LOLS) routing [18] for protection against multiple failures.
LOLS considers a link as degraded1 if its current state (say
“down”) is worse than its globally advertised state (say “up”).
Under LOLS, each packet carries a blacklist (a minimal set of
degraded links encountered along its path), and the next hop
is determined by excluding the blacklisted links. A packet’s
blacklist is initially empty and remains empty when there is no
discrepancy between the current and the advertised states of
links along its path. But when a packet arrives at a node with a
degraded link adjacent to its next hop, that link is added to the
packet’s blacklist. The packet is then forwarded to an alternate
next hop. The packet’s blacklist is reset to empty when the next
hop makes forward progress, i.e., the next hop has a shorter
path to the destination than any of the nodes traversed by the
packet. With these simple steps, LOLS propagates the state of
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degraded links only when needed, and as far as necessary, and
ensures loop-free delivery to all reachable destinations.
LOLS has several attractive features: 1) When there are no
degraded links, forwarding under LOLS is identical to shortest
path forwarding; 2) Even with degraded links, LOLS paths
deviate from the optimal only by a small stretch; 3) LOLS
forwarding entries can be precomputed for a given scenario of
failures requiring protection; 4) Due to localized propagation
of a packet’s blacklist, it can be conveyed in just a few
bits. With these features, LOLS compares favorably against
FCP and PR. In short, unlike FCP, LOLS propagates failure
information only locally. Compared to PR, forwarding paths
are much shorter with LOLS. We provide a detailed contrast of
LOLS with these and other related works in the next section.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section III
presents the LOLS approach for handling arbitrary number
of failures. Section IV describes a practical implementation
of LOLS for protection against a predefined set of failures.
Section V reports the results of the performance evaluation.
We discuss the issues related to the deployment of LOLS in
Section VII. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Numerous approaches have been proposed in the past to
make networks more resilient to failures [17]. We categorize
them into schemes that protect against single or correlated
failures and those that can deal with multiple independent
failures. Also, some of them attempt to reduce the routing
overhead by controlling the range/frequency of link state
updates. Another group of schemes construct a set of diverse
paths for forwarding, even across domains. We briefly describe
a few schemes belonging to each of these categories in the
following. Finally, we elaborate on the similarities between
forwarding around failures by LOLS, and forwarding around
voids by geographic routing schemes like GPSR [19].
Single or Correlated Failures: The Not-via approach [20]
locally reroutes a packet around a known failure by encapsulating the packet to an address that implicitly identifies the failed
network component to be avoided. Another scheme, known as
Multiple Routing Configurations (MRC), proposed in [14] separates all failures into multiple routing configurations and lets
the packet carry the configuration information upon detecting
a failure, so that the downstream routers can select the path
consistently. Failure Inferencing based Fast Rerouting (FIFR)
infers failures based on a packet’s flight (the inbound interface
on which they are received), precomputes interface-specific
forwarding tables, and triggers local rerouting upon detecting
an adjacent failure. The above and other similar schemes [21]–
[26] offer resilience against single or correlated failures but are
not designed to recover from multiple unrelated failures. They
do, however, help make LOLS practical — blacklist size can
be reduced with interface-face specific forwarding, and not-via
addresses can be used to encode blacklist information.
Multiple Independent Failures: Convergence-free routing
using Failure Carrying Packets (FCP) [5] can recover from

an arbitrary number of failures. FCP, which was proposed
after LOLS, is most relevant to our work. FCP also carries
information about the failed links in the data packet and
intermediate routers exclude those links while computing the
next hop. But, unlike our scheme, the failure information
under FCP is carried all the way to the destination, which
is undesirable. Packet Re-cycling (PR) [6] is a technique that
also aims to reduce the number of bits needed to be carried
in a packet header to ensure successful rerouting. PR takes
advantage of cellular graph embeddings to reroute packets that
would otherwise be dropped in case of failures. It needs only
in the order of log2 (d) bits in the header to cover all nondisconnecting failure combinations, where d is the diameter
of the network. While the low header overhead is remarkable,
packets under PR take longer detours than LOLS. Similarly,
the backup paths under 2DMRC, an extension of MRC for
recovery against two link failures, have higher costs than those
under our scheme. This is because backup configurations under
2DMRC are insensitive to link costs and have global scope.
Another recently proposed scheme [7] handles dual link or
single node failures, whereas LOLS approach can handle two
or more independent link or node failures.
Localized Link State Updates: To make link state routing
scalable for mobile ad hoc networks, limited disseminationbased schemes have been proposed [27]. Fisheye state routing
(FSR) [28] and hazy sighted link state (HSLS) [27] routing
schemes update the nearby nodes at a higher frequency than
the remote nodes that lie outside a certain scope. The drawback
is that the chosen scope can be more than sufficient in some
cases and less than necessary in other cases resulting in
needless updates or forwarding loops. LOLS can be considered
a form of limited dissemination based routing scheme that
ensures loop-free forwarding while notifying only a small
subset of nodes in the vicinity of a failure.
Forwarding over Diverse Set of Paths: RON [29] is a
pioneering approach for recovering from path outages using a
resilient overlay network. RON is primarily an attempt to overcome the slow convergence of BGP. A set of routing deflection
rules are developed in [30] that enable routers to independently
deflect packets and thereby collectively construct a diverse set
of paths. This approach amounts to a form of implicit source
routing in which end-systems set a four byte tag in the packet
header to select non-shortest path routes. Path splicing, which
is proposed in [31], perturbs link weights to produce multiple
routing trees and allows traffic to switch trees at any hop en
route to the destination While the path splicing can sustain
connectivity in the face of multiple link and node failures,
there is a small probability of forwarding loops and the number
of splicing header bits needed is proportional to the number
of hops. In contrast, LOLS is an intra-domain approach that is
loop-free with less than one byte of overhead per packet and
it deviates from shortest paths only near a failure.
Geographic Position based Routing: Greedy Perimeter
Stateless Routing (GPSR) and similar schemes [19], [32] based
on geographical positions forward in greedy mode, where each
hop takes the packet closer (in terms of Euclidean distance) to
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the destination. However, when the packet reaches a deadend,
i.e., when the forwarding node is closer to the destination
than any of its adjacent nodes, the forwarding is switched
to face mode. In face mode, a packet is forwarded along the
boundaries of a planarized subgraph. A packet is forwarded
back in greedy mode when it reaches a node closer to the
destination that the node at which it entered the face mode.
While position based routing is highly scalable, it yields
suboptimal paths compared to topology-based routing. We will
see in the following section that LOLS is similar in spirit
to position-based routing and can be thought of as switching
between greedy and recovery modes during a packet’s flight.
Protection Routing with Traffic Engineering: Various
traffic engineering approaches have been proposed in the
past to distribute load across a network [33]. One of the
recent proposals attempts to assign link weights such that
the load remains balanced even after a failure [34], but it
does not ensure forwarding continuity during convergence.
Towards providing protection and balancing traffic, a version
of MRC [35] has been suggested that optimizes link weights
for the backup configurations based on the observed traffic
patterns. However, this method does not scale well for all
possible link failures, and does not address multiple failure
scenarios. [36] proposes an efficient algorithm for computing
backup paths where spare capacity is shared between different
backup paths but it focuses only on single link or node
failures. Recently, a centralized routing approach [26] has been
proposed that incorporates both protection routing and traffic
engineering. While this approach has a great feature of trading
off protection and performance, it can not guarantee 100%
coverage even for single failures. Our focus is on ensuring
guaranteed forwarding to all reachable destinations despite
multiple failures, which in itself is a challenging problem
even without traffic engineering. However, we show later
in Section V that the potential overloading caused by local
rerouting with LOLS is not that significant.
III. L OCALIZED O N - DEMAND L INK S TATE ROUTING
In this section, we start with an illustration to present the
intuition behind the localized on-demand link state routing
approach. We then formally describe the forwarding operation
at each router along the path traversed by the packet.
A. Intuition and Illustration
Consider the topology shown in Fig. 1. Suppose each link’s
state is advertised to be up with the labelled cost, but currently
the dashed links are down with cost ∞. Further assume that
the nodes adjacent to a dashed link are aware of its current
failed state (we use state and cost interchangeably as the cost
of a link reflects its state). We refer to the dashed links whose
current cost is worse than their advertised cost as degraded. If
a link’s current cost is worse than advertised, local rerouting
around that link can cause loops. On the other hand, if a link’s
current state is better than advertised, forwarding over that link
is loop-free. Hence, we focus only on degraded links.

Now, assume that A is the source and H is the destination
for a packet. The usual shortest path from A to H is via C.
But since A−C link is currently degraded, we have to find an
alternate next hop. We need to choose a next hop such that
the packet does not get caught in a forwarding loop. A way to
guarantee loop-freedom is to employ greedy forwarding [16]
that forwards the packet along a path with decreasing cost to
the destination, i.e., each hop makes forward progress towards
the destination. It is important that the path cost is determined
consistently at all nodes based on the advertised topology.
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Fig. 1. Topology used for illustration. Degraded links are shown as dashed.

For example, in the topology of Fig. 1, the cost to reach
H from A, B, D is 5, 6, and 4 respectively. Therefore, when
A−C is degraded, the only feasible next hop from A is D, as
per greedy forwarding. Again at G, since G−H is degraded,
packets to H are deflected to F. Thus, a packet from A is
delivered to H successfully even though all nodes do not have
the accurate view of the network. However, greedy forwarding
is not always feasible even if there exists a path. A packet
may arrive at a deadend node whose cost to the destination
is smaller than any of the possible next hops. For example, in
Fig. 1, a packet from A destined to C is dropped when A−C is
degraded. Note that a packet encounters a deadend only when
there is a degraded link adjacent to the deadend node.
When there is no discrepancy between the advertised and
current states of a link, none of its adjacent nodes can be a
deadend if there exists a path to the destination. For example,
if A−C is advertised to be down, the cost to reach C from
A and D would be 6 and 4 respectively. Hence, D becomes a
feasible next hop for A to reach C. But triggering a networkwide update upon every link state change causes significant
overhead. It would be ideal to inform only those nodes in the
neighborhood of the degraded link that would be affected by
the degradation. But it is hard to determine the right scope
for an update in the presence of multiple simultaneous or
overlapping failures in the network. As an alternative, we
propose localized on-demand link state (LOLS) routing which
includes degraded links that cause a deadend in the packet
itself so that forwarding by intermediate routers is loop-free.
Under LOLS, a packet can be thought of as being forwarded
in two modes: greedy and recovery. A packet is normally
forwarded in greedy mode to a next hop along the path
with decreasing cost (w.r.t. the advertised topology) to the
destination. When a packet hits a deadend in greedy mode,
instead of discarding the packet, it is forwarded in recovery
mode. In recovery mode, packets carry a blacklist, which
is a set of degraded links encountered along the path. A
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packet’s next hop is chosen along a route that does not include
blacklisted links. The forwarding of a packet is switched back
to greedy mode, i.e., the blacklist is reset to empty, when
it arrives at a node with lower cost (w.r.t. the advertised
topology) to the destination than the node at which it entered
the recovery mode. Thus, LOLS effectively propagates link
state on demand, and only to as many nodes as necessary.
This approach ensures loop-free forwarding to reachable destinations, even in the presence of many degraded links.
Note that there is no need for an explicit forwarding mode
in LOLS. The greedy and recovery modes are used for ease
of explanation only. Instead, a packet has a blacklist field in
the header (which is nonempty in recovery mode) and its next
hop is determined based on both its destination and blacklist.
Consider again the example scenario of Fig. 1, where a packet
is being forwarded from its source A to destination C. We have
seen that under greedy forwarding, A would not be able to
find a feasible next hop, and therefore, drops the packet. With
LOLS, instead of dropping the packet, A includes the link
A→C in the packet’s blacklist, and forwards it to the alternate
next hop D. Node D then computes the next hop without the
blacklisted link A→C and finds that the next hop is C itself.
Since the cost to the destination C from the next hop C is 0,
and therefore smaller than that from A (which made blacklist
nonempty) the blacklist is reset to ∅. The packet thus arrives
at C along the alternate path A→D→C.
Now consider another scenario where B is the source and
E is the destination for a packet. Since B→E is currently
degraded, B would include B→E in the packet’s blacklist and
forward to A. Similarly, A would add A→C to the blacklist
and forward to D. The node D determines C as the next hop
based on the packet’s blacklist. Before forwarding, it resets the
blacklist to ∅ since the cost of 2 from C to E is less than that
from B which is 3. Thus, the path taken by the packet would
be B→A→D→C→E. The corresponding blacklist values at
each of these hops would be {B→E}, {A→C, B→E}, ∅ and
∅ respectively. This illustrates how the blacklist of a packet
grows when necessary, and shrinks if possible during the flight
to its destination so as to ensure loop-free delivery.
These examples show how LOLS delivers a packet to its
destination if there exists a path. We provide a proof of this in
Appendix A. Moreover, only a few nodes near a degraded link
must be notified of the link’s state. In our example topology, a
packet to any destination is delivered by LOLS without nodes
G, F and H being informed of the degradation of A−C or
B−E, and without informing nodes A, B, C, D and E of the
degradation of G−H. Such an on-demand propagation of link
state makes LOLS a scalable scheme for reliable forwarding.
B. Blacklist and Next-Hop Computation
In the following, we first describe the greedy forwarding
procedure and then build upon it to develop the blacklistbased forwarding algorithm. We also show that blacklist-based
forwarding can be performed by a simple table lookup based
on both destination and blacklist fields of a packet.

Before we present the algorithms, we introduce some notation used in this paper, which is listed in Table I. We denote
e the set of all links in the network and by c̃i→j , the
by E,
cost of a link i→j according to the most recent link state
advertisement. The set of links that are adjacent to i and
currently in the degraded state are denoted by Bei . We use
Pi d (E) to refer to the shortest path from i to d with links
in E and the corresponding cost is denoted by Ci d (E).
TABLE I
N OTATION
e
V
Ee
c̃i→j
Bei
Pi

d (E)

set of all nodes in the network
set of all links in the network
cost of link i→j as per the last advertisement
set of degraded adjacent links known to i
shortest path from i to d w.r.t. link set E

Ci

d (E)

cost of the shortest path from i to d w.r.t. E

1) Greedy Forwarding: The procedure Greedy for selecting
a next hop from node i to destination d, given the set of all
links E and the set of degraded links B, is shown in Alg 1.
A neighbor j is considered a feasible next hop if the cost of
the shortest path from j to d is smaller than that from i to d
(line 4). Greedy returns ∅ when there is no such feasible next
hop. If more than one feasible candidate exists, it picks the
neighbor j ∗ by which i has the shortest path to d (lines 58). We need to point out that Greedy is a variant of classic
greedy forwarding as it does not always choose a next hop with
maximum forward progress. Instead, Greedy chooses a next
hop such that it amounts to shortest path forwarding when
there are no degraded links, which is certainly a desirable
feature. Under this version of greedy forwarding, a node i
forwards a packet p destined for p.dest to next hop k, where
e Bei ). It is important to note here that
k = Greedy(i, p.dest, E,
node i is aware of only its adjacent degraded links Bei . When
there is no feasible next hop, i.e., if k = ∅, the packet is
discarded. It is easy to show that forwarding using Greedy is
loop-free, since forward progress is consistently ascertained at
each hop w.r.t. the same set of links Ee [16].
Algorithm 1 : Greedy Forwarding : Greedy(i, d, E, B)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

j∗ ⇐ ∅
h∗ ⇐ ∞
for all j ∈ neighbors(i, E \ B) do
if Cj d (E) < Ci d (E) then
h ⇐ c̃i→j + Cj d (E)
if h < h∗ then
j∗ ⇐ j
h∗ ⇐ h
return j ∗

2) Blacklist-based Forwarding: Under LOLS, each packet
p carries a blacklist p.blist in its header, and it is forwarded
based on both p.dest and p.blist. The blist field of p is
initialized to ∅ at the source and revised as needed during
its forwarding. We show the LOLS forwarding procedure in
Alg 2. In LOLS, we first look for a next hop with the smallest
path cost and forward progress without the links in the packet’s
blacklist (line 1). If no such next hop is found, at least one
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adjacent link of node i must be in a degraded state. Hence, we
update the packet’s blacklist by adding the degraded link(s) to
the blacklist. The degraded links adjacent to i that need to be
blacklisted are identified as follows. First, we find the neighbor
with the smallest path cost using only the links in Ee \ p.blist
(line 3). If the link to that neighbor is currently degraded, then
it is added to the blacklist (line 4-5). This process is repeated
until either i) we find a next hop, the link from node i to which
is not degraded, or ii) there is no such next hop (lines 4-6).
In the latter case (j=∅), the destination is unreachable and
the packet is dropped. Otherwise, it is forwarded to j. Before
forwarding, p.blist is reset to ∅ (lines 8-10), if j has shorter
path cost to p.dest than the forwardmost deadend node (defined
as the head node of the first link added to the p.blist). Thus,
only during the recovery (until forward progress can be made),
a packet is forwarded with the aid of a non-empty blacklist.
Algorithm 2 : Blacklist based Forwarding : LOLS(i, p)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

j ⇐ Greedy(i, p.dest, Ee \ p.blist, Bei )
if j = ∅ then
j ⇐ Greedy(i, p.dest, Ee \ p.blist, ∅)
while j 6= ∅ & i→j ∈ Bei do
p.blist ⇐ p.blist ∪ {i→j}
j ⇐ Greedy(i, p.dest, Ee \ p.blist, ∅)
if j 6= ∅ and p.blist 6= ∅ then
k ⇐ Head(First(p.blist))
e < Ck p.dest (E)
e then
if Cj p.dest (E)
p.blist ⇐ ∅
return j

The rules for updating the blacklist of a packet p, p.blist,
at node i can be summarized as follows:
•

•

link i→j is added to p.blist if
– i→j is currently in degraded state (i→j ∈ Bei )
– had i→j not been degraded, j would be the next hop
(j ∈ Greedy(i, p.dest, Ee \ p.blist, ∅))
– no feasible next hop exists without i→j
(Greedy(i, p.dest, Ee \ p.blist, {i→j}) = ∅)
p.blist is reset to ∅ if
– there exists a feasible next hop j
(j ∈ Greedy(i, p.dest, Ee \ p.blist, Bei ))
– the cost from j to p.dest is smaller than that from
any other node visited so far by p
e < Ck p.dest (E)
e where
(Cj p.dest (E)
k is Head(First(p.blist)))

Thus, blacklist-aided recovery ends and greedy forwarding
resumes when the packet arrives at a node which makes
forward progress. Such resetting of a packet’s blacklist keeps
it as minimal as possible and yet ensures loop-free forwarding.
C. Blacklist based Lookup Table for Forwarding
The description of blacklist-based forwarding thus far focused on the functionality in terms of how a next hop is
selected for a packet, and how its blacklist is updated along
the path to destination. We now show that blacklist-based
forwarding boils down to a simple table lookup using both the

p.dest and p.blist fields of a packet. Consider the operations
performed by a node i while forwarding a packet p. It has
to select a next hop j after excluding the links in p.blist and
also update the p.blist. The p.blist may get reset to ∅, remain
unchanged, or grow with the addition of adjacent links of i
that are currently degraded. In all these cases, the forwarding
operation amounts to mapping p.dest and p.blist to a next
hop j and a new p.blist based on the degraded links adjacent
e This
to i (Bei ) and the last advertised state of all links E.
mapping from hp.dest,p.blisti to hj,p.blisti can be computed
on-demand and remembered when node i first encounters this
hp.dest,p.blisti pair. Thereafter, any packet with hp.dest,p.blisti
combination can be forwarded simply by a table look up. This
mapping has to be recomputed only when Bei changes which
is local, and when Ee changes which is infrequent.
The blacklist based forwarding tables at nodes A, D, and G
of the topology in Fig. 1 are shown in Table II. When a packet
p arrives at a node, its forwarding table is looked up with tuple
hp.dest,p.blisti to determine the outgoing p.blist and the nexthop. For instance, when a packet destined for E with blacklist
{B→E} arrives at node A, the packet’s blacklist is changed to
{A→C, B→E} and forwarded to D. When this packet arrives
at D with blacklist {A→C, B→E}, according to D’s table the
packet’s blacklist is reset to ∅ and forwarded to C. We now
describe how a node obtains its forwarding table.
The entries associated with blacklist of ∅ are computed in
advance and the other entries are installed on-demand. Let
us look at the forwarding table for node A. The usual next
hop to reach C, F, and H is C. But since the link A→C is
degraded, A has to find alternate next hops. For H, it selects
D as the next hop for H without having to blacklist A→C.
On the other hand, for reaching C, there is no feasible next
hop with an empty blacklist. So it has to add A→C to the
blacklist and choose D as the next hop with blist set to A→C.
Similarly for F, we must add A→C to the blacklist as well.
Packets for destination E may arrive at A with three possible
blacklists: ∅, B→E, or {A→C, B→E}. In the first case, the
next hop would be B with blist B→E, and in the latter two
cases next hop would be D with blist {A→C, B→E}.
Now consider the forwarding table at node D. Since it does
not have any adjacent degraded links, the blacklist of any
packet would not grow at node D but actually shrink. For
example, the cost to F from node A where the link A→C was
blacklisted is 4, while it is only 3 from the D’s next hop G.
So D resets the blacklist to ∅. In the case of G, which is not
an uncommon case, no additional entries are added since G
would not receive a packet with a non-empty blacklist even
though there are currently three degraded links in the network.
Thus, for reliable delivery, LOLS needs only a few additional
entries in the forwarding tables of nodes around failed links.
IV. P RACTICAL V ERSION OF LOLS:
P ROTECTION AGAINST P REDEFINED S ET OF FAILURES
The LOLS approach as described above can deal with an
arbitrary number of failures. However, it requires a node to
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TABLE II
B LACKLIST BASED FORWARDING TABLES AT NODES A, D AND G.
blacklist

blacklist

next

blist

B

B

∅

C

D

A→C

D

D

∅

E

B

A→C

F

D

A→C

G

D

H

D

next

blist

A

A

∅

B

A

∅

C

A

∅

E

A

∅

F

G

∅

∅

G

G

∅

H

G

A→C, B→E

next

D

blist

A→C

next

D

blist

∅

A→C, B→E

A→C,B→E

(A)

dynamically compute a next hop for a packet whenever it
carries a new blacklist. Therefore, we develop a practical
version of LOLS that prepares for a number k (say 2) link
or node failures, precomputes the necessary blacklist-based
forwarding entries, and forwards each data packet with a
simple table lookup. In the following, we first describe how a
node can gather different blacklists carried in packets to the
same destination. We then show how the blacklist field in the
packet header can be represented using just a few bits.

A. Collection of Blacklists at a Router
We have illustrated earlier that for the failure scenario given
in Fig. 1, a packet destined to E may arrive at D with three
possible blacklists: ∅, B→E, or {A→C, B→E}, whereas the
blacklist in packets to all other destinations arriving at D is
always ∅. Given all such potential blacklists per destination at
each node, the necessary forwarding entries can be computed
as in Table II. Then, any packet can be forwarded around that
scenario of failures without any next-hop computation “on the
fly”. Therefore, the first step in preparing for a set of failures
is to infer the potential blacklists per destination at each node.
We collect this information by simulating the forwarding of
a virtual packet between every source and destination pair
for each failure scenario, according to the blacklist based
forwarding in Algorithm 2. For instance, when preparing for
any one or two link/node failures, the possible failure scenarios
that need to be simulated are: one link, one node, a pair of
links, a pair of nodes, or one link and one node. Note that
a virtual packet is not actually forwarded to the next hop.
Instead, each router independently simulates the forwarding
process. The blacklists carried by the virtual packets are
accumulated at all the routers these packets traverse.
Let Bdi denote the set of possible blacklists seen by a node i
in packets destined for d. When a packet p arrives at a node i in
a simulation, Bdi is updated, i.e., Bdi ← Bdi ∪{p.blist}. Note that
p.blist is itself a set, and hence Bdi is a set of sets. Once Bdi is
accumulated, for each distinct blacklist b ∈ Bdi , a forwarding
entry that maps hd,bi to hj,b0 i is computed, where j is the
next hop and b0 is the outgoing blacklist. Henceforth, packets
are forwarded with a simple table lookup without any dynamic
computation. While this simulation procedure seems involved,

next

blacklist
∅

A→C,B→E
next

blist

A

D

∅

B

D

∅

C

D

∅

D

D

∅

E

D

∅

∅

F

F

∅

∅

H

F

∅

C

blist

next

∅
C

G

blist

∅

(D)

∅

destination

B→E

destination

destination

∅

(G)

it need to be repeated only in response to infrequent long-term
changes in the globally advertised topology, since short-term
link and node failures are handled with local rerouting. An
analysis of the forwarding table computation complexity and
lookup overhead with LOLS is presented in Section VI-B.
B. Encoding Blacklist in a Packet
A straightforward way to convey a blacklist in the packet
header is to represent it as a list of link identifiers. While that is
a reasonable approach when dealing with arbitrary number of
failures, precomputation of potential blacklists and forwarding
tables at each node for protection against predefined failure
scenarios offers an opportunity to reduce the number of bits
needed to convey the blacklist information considerably.
The basic idea is to maintain Bdi as an array of blacklists.
Then, a neighbor h of node i can convey the blacklist in
a packet destined for d by simply specifying the index into
Bdi , or bindx. A bindx of 0 could be used to mean an empty
blacklist. In other words, instead of a blacklist, packets now
carry a bindx field which effectively conveys blacklist of
Bdi [bindx] to node i. We should point out that every node
independently but consistently computes Bdi for each node i.
Also, note that the bindx value is meaningful only between
neighbors and therefore it is local in scope. Hence, its value
could change at each hop. However, the forwarding table
lookup is similar to that based on blist, hd,bi is mapped to
hj,b0 i where b is the incoming bindx, j is the next hop and b0
is the outgoing bindx. The forwarding entries based on bindx
corresponding to Table II are shown in Table III. Instead of
blacklists {A→C}, {B→E}, {A→C, B→E}, in packets and
these tables, we can use indices 1, 1, 2 respectively. Since the
size of Bdi would be much smaller than all possible blacklists,
the number of bits needed to encode bindx would be much
lower. We will show later in the evaluation that bindx takes
up less than a byte when preparing for two link/node failures.
It is possible that the addition of even a few bits to
the IP header could be considered an obstacle to practical
deployment of LOLS. Therefore, we propose an alternative
approach similar to Not-via to convey blacklist information
using encapsulation. With this approach, a node adjacent to a
failure would, instead of encoding the blacklist in the packet
header, encapsulate the packet with another header containing
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TABLE III
B LACKLIST INDEX BASED FORWARDING ENTRIES CORRESPONDING TO TABLE II
bindx

bindx

next

bindx

B

B

0

C

D

1

D

D

0

E

B

1

F

D

1

G

D

H

D

next

0

2
next

bindx

A

A

0

B

A

0

C

A

0

E

A

0

F

G

0

0

G

G

0

H

G

D

bindx

2

next

D

bindx

2

(A)

a new destination address. This address has a special meaning
and performs the function of the bindx field in the packet.
In other words, a packet with destination d and blacklist b is
mapped to a destination with address d0 . The encapsulated
destination address d0 indicates that the packet should be
forwarded “not-via” the corresponding blacklist b. Note that
similar to the bindx field in the packet, whose scope is
local to a forwarding node and the next-hop, the not-viablacklist addresses have only local meaning and are interpreted
consistently by the two adjacent nodes along a path.
With such an implementation of LOLS, a packet is forwarded only based on the destination address field in the
packet instead of destination and bindx. Once again, except
that the blacklist information is conveyed by the destination
address instead of the bindx field, there is no difference in
a packet’s flight. Moreover, we can map between a (destination, bindx) and a private not-via address (given the range
of addresses), similar to the way bindx can be determined
consistently by neighboring nodes without explicit signaling.
The next section presents the evaluation results which demonstrate that LOLS needs only a fairly small number of not-via
addresses in order to convey blacklist information.

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION OF LOLS
We present a proof in Appendix A that LOLS guarantees
loop-free forwarding if the destination is reachable. Therefore,
in this section, we focus on evaluating the overhead due to
LOLS. First, we show that LOLS is more scalable than FCP
in dealing with arbitrary failures. Second, we verify that LOLS
does not reroute packets along long detours, and also does not
cause overloading of links in the network.
For our evaluation, we use the Abilene topology as well
as five other backbone topologies that are obtained with
Rocketfuel [37]. These networks are summarized in Table IV.

A. Scalability of LOLS
We measure the scalability of LOLS in terms of: i) how
far the information about a degraded link is propagated via a
packet’s blacklist and ii) how large is the blacklist of a packet

bindx

1
next

0

2
bindx

next

bindx

next

bindx

A

D

0

B

D

0

C

D

0

D

D

0

E

D

0

0

F

F

0

0

H

F

0

0

C

C

0

0

G

destination

1

destination

destination

0

(D)

(G)

TABLE IV
R EAL NETWORKS USED IN EVALUATION
AS Number

Name

# of routers

avg. degree

Abilene (US)

12

2.33

1221

Telstra (Australia)

108

2.82

1755

Ebone (Europe)

87

3.70

3257

Tiscali (Europe)

161

4.07

3967

Exodus (US)

79

3.72

6461

Abovenet (US)

141

5.30

under LOLS. Obviously, the shorter the propagation distance,
the smaller the blacklist size, the better the scalability.
Failure propagation distance: We keep track of the distance in hops from the node adjacent to a failure to the farthest
node that received the failure information through a packet’s
blacklist. Fig. 2 presents the failure propagation distance under
both LOLS and FCP for scenarios with 2, 3, and 4 failures.
Clearly, the propagation distance with LOLS is much shorter
than that under FCP. On average, LOLS propagates a failure
to nodes that are 2 or 3 hops away. But in some cases, it
needs to inform nodes that are farther than 5 hops to ensure
loop-free forwarding. This points out the limitation of schemes
such as [28] based on locally scoped updates with a fixed
scope. The chosen scope could be more than sufficient in
some cases and less than necessary in other cases resulting in
either unnecessary overhead or packet drops and forwarding
loops. At the other extreme, FCP guarantees to be loop-free by
carrying the blacklist information all the way to the destination
which in most cases is unnecessary. On the other hand, LOLS
localizes the blacklist propagation whenever possible and in
rare cases propagates the blacklist to distant nodes when
necessary for ensuring loop-free packet delivery.
Size of blacklist in a packet: Another measure of the
overhead of LOLS and FCP is the size of blacklist carried
by each packet. Apart from additional bits needed to convey
this information in the packet, blacklist size also impacts the
forwarding complexity at each hop. Therefore, we compare the
blacklist size under LOLS and FCP in Fig. 3. It is evident that
most LOLS packets do not have to carry a non-empty blacklist
even when there are 4 failed links/nodes in the network. On the
contrary, blacklist size under FCP is several times more than
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(a) Average propagation distance for 2 failures
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(b) Average propagation distance for 3 failures

(c) Average propagation distance for 4 failures

Fig. 2. Failure propagation distance: Using LOLS, information about a failure is propagated to nodes that are much fewer hops away than under FCP. The
above graphs depict the average propagation distance for 2, 3, or 4 failures, respectively. The error bars represent the 90th percentile distance for each case.
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Fig. 3. Blacklist size in a packet: With LOLS, a packet’s blacklist is reset as soon as it makes forward progress towards the destination. Consequently, most
packets do not have to carry a non-empty blacklist. Overall, the size of blacklist in a packet under LOLS is only a fraction of that under FCP. The graphs
depict the average blacklist size of a packet for 2, 3, or 4 failures, respectively. The error bars represent the 90th percentile blacklist size for each case.
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(a) Average path stretch for 2 failures
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Fig. 4. Path stretch: Both LOLS and FCP yield low stretch paths. Although LOLS resets the blacklist upon forward progress, its stretch is similar to FCP’s.

that under LOLS. This is a testimony of the effectiveness of
on-demand state propagation approach of LOLS. These results
indicate that overheads due to LOLS are relatively small, and
establish LOLS as a scalable scheme for reliable delivery.
B. Optimality of LOLS
Under both LOLS and FCP, a packet takes the usual shortest
path until it encounters a failure and then gets rerouted
along the alternate path. Consequently, in the presence of
failures, these schemes may forward packets along longer
paths compared to the optimal paths computed based on
the global link state updates. Furthermore, with LOLS, it is
possible that after the packet’s blacklist gets reset, a failure
downstream towards the destination can cause a packet to

backtrack, gather a larger blacklist, and reach the destination
via a longer detour. FCP is not expected to have this problem
as it carries failure information all the way to the destination.
Hence, it is important to investigate whether the gains of LOLS
over FCP in terms of failure propagation and blacklist size
come at the expense of suboptimal paths. Additionally, we
study whether local rerouting of packets with LOLS causes
excessive overloading of some links in the network.
Path stretch: The stretch of a path between a pair of nodes
is defined as the ratio of the path cost under a given scheme,
and the optimal shortest path. Without failures, there is no
difference between the LOLS paths and the optimal shortest
paths, and so the stretch is 1. The stretch due to LOLS and FCP
for the pairs of nodes affected by failures is shown in Fig. 4.
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Topology

Abilene

AS1221

AS1755

AS3257

AS3967

AS6461

One failure (OSPF)

0.593

0.697

0.568

0.571

0.573

0.504

One failure (LOLS)

0.609

0.697

0.645

0.526

0.707

0.532

One failure (FCP)

0.609

0.697

0.645

0.526

0.707

0.532

Two failures (OSPF)

0.632

0.697

0.740

0.647

0.751

0.567

Two failures (LOLS)

0.738

0.697

0.817

0.675

0.840

0.535

Two failures (FCP)

0.706

0.697

0.817

0.675

0.840

0.535

Three failures (OSPF)

0.692

0.759

0.736

0.636

0.811

0.568

Three failures (LOLS)

0.738

0.803

0.819

0.675

0.804

0.532

Three failures (FCP)

0.728

0.803

0.817

0.675

0.804

0.532
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TABLE V
M AXIMUM LINK UTILIZATION ACROSS DIFFERENT TOPOLOGIES
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Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution of the top 20% utilized links in AS6461: OSPF represents shortest path routing excluding the failed links/nodes. Compared to
OSPF, LOLS increases the utilization on some moderately loaded links but does not heavily overload any one link. LOLS and FCP are almost indistinguishable.

The average stretch due to LOLS, across varying number of
failures, is less than 1.1 and quite similar to that of FCP. In
other words, resetting (forgetting) the blacklist upon making
forward progress does almost no harm in finding shortest paths
to the destination. These results affirm that compared to FCP,
the LOLS offers similar reliability and optimality, but better
scalability in dealing with an arbitrary number of failures.
Load Distribution: As mentioned earlier, LOLS does not
explicitly attempt to distribute load while rerouting around a
failure. However, to understand the impact of local rerouting
with LOLS on network congestion, we compare the load
distribution under LOLS with that of OSPF and FCP.
To simulate traffic matrix, we adopt the gravity model as it
was used in [26]. Briefly, this model generates traffic r(s, t)
between a source s and a destination t such that r(s, t) =
at
bs P e
ai . Here, bs represents the total traffic originating
i∈V \{s} e
at a node s, which is chosen randomly, and at represents the
“mass” of a node, which is proportional to the number of
links adjacent to that node. The larger the mass of a node, the
higher the traffic it attracts, thus the model’s name. In short,
the traffic originating at each node is chosen randomly, while
the traffic attracted by a node is derived based on this model.
Given the traffic matrix, we determine the load on every link
in the network under shortest path routing. We then provision
each link in the network with a capacity equal to twice that of
the highest link load in the network. Therefore, the utilization
for any link in the network is ≤ 0.5 prior to any failures.

To compare the distribution of load under LOLS with
that under OSPF and FCP, we run simulations of 1 to 3
random failures in the network and collect statistics over
100 runs of each category. For each scenario of failures, we
record the highest link utilization observed in the network,
which is shown in Table V. To provide more insight on the
performance, in Fig. 5, we plot the cumulative distribution of
utilization of the top 20% of links in the AS6461 topology
(other topologies also exhibited similar pattern and are not
shown here for brevity of space). Fig. 5 shows that the
performance of LOLS is comparable to FCP and lower than
OSPF but not by large margin. LOLS increases the utilization
of some moderately loaded links but does not heavily overload
any one particular link. We believe this is because LOLS
reroutes to the destination (not to the other end of the failed
link/node as done by other fast reroute schemes such as NotVia). Therefore, not all the flows that were previously passing
through the failed link/node are rerouted along the same
recovery path. Instead, these flows get rather distributed along
different alternate shortest paths to their respective destinations, thus mitigating the potential for congestion with LOLS.
This aspect of LOLS requires more thorough investigation
which we intend to pursue as part of our future work.
VI. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION OF P RACTICAL LOLS
We now evaluate the practical version of LOLS that protects
against a predefined set of failures. We focus particularly on
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recovering from up to two link or node failures. We demonstrate that LOLS needs only a modest number of additional bits
or not-via addresses for providing protection against any two
link/node failures. In addition, we analyze the computational
complexity of both real-time forwarding and blacklist precomputation using practical LOLS.
A. Practicality of LOLS
First, we describe an optimization we implemented for
reducing the size of blacklist array at a router. Next, we present
a way to perform interface-specific forwarding that allows a
blacklist to be encoded using fewer bits. We then report the
evaluation results which reveal that LOLS needs only 6 bits to
encode a blacklist. Finally, we show how the blacklist can be
conveyed using a relatively small number of not-via addresses.
Reducing the array of blacklists at a router: Recall that
a blacklist carried by a packet under LOLS is a set of directed
links. When a link i→j fails, node i may add it to a packet’s
blacklist. Even in case of node j failure, node i may treat it
as a link failure, and hence blacklist i→j only. Ideally, we
need to blacklist node j or all the links adjacent to node j.
Otherwise, it is possible that a packet may get rerouted to
another node, say x, that is adjacent to j which adds x→j to
the blacklist. Apart from elongating the stretch, this increases
the set of unique blacklists at a router. This is because different
packets may arrive at the router carrying a different subset of
links adjacent to the failed node. To mitigate this problem, we
propose to infer node failures from the number of links in the
blacklist. When preparing for two failures, if there are three
or more links in the blacklist, we check to see if two of those
links are adjacent to the same node. For instance, if i→j and
x→j are two of the three links in the blacklist, we can blacklist
node j by adding all its adjacent links to the blacklist. While
this may appear to increase the size of a packet’s blacklist, it
actually reduces the set of blacklists at a router and in turn
the number of bits needed to encode blacklist in the packet.
Interface-specific forwarding: It is possible to achieve better blacklist encoding by leveraging the existing router architectures. Currently, though forwarding is based on destination
IP address only, routers maintain a copy of the forwarding
table at each line card of an interface for lookup efficiency.
This allows us to compute a different forwarding table for
each interface and perform interface-specific forwarding. To
compute interface-specific forwarding tables, a set of possible
blacklists seen by the node has to be maintained per interface
as follows. Let Bdh→i denote the set of possible blacklists seen
by a node i in packets destined for d arriving from the previous
hop h. When a packet p arrives through interface h→i in a
simulation, Bdh→i is updated, i.e., Bdh→i ← Bdh→i ∪ {p.blist}.
Then, a neighbor h of node i can convey the blacklist in
a packet destined for d by simply specifying the index into
Bdh→i . Since the size of Bdh→i would be smaller than all
blacklists Bdi seen by node i with many interfaces, the number
of bits needed to encode the index would be lower.
Blacklist encoding overhead with LOLS: We now present

TABLE VI
S IZE OF BLACKLIST ARRAY
Topology

interface-specific

interface-agnostic

Avg

Max

Avg

Max

Abilene

0.79

6

4.36

10

AS1221

1.08

37

6.18

42

AS1775

1.43

41

9.40

58

AS3257

0.69

27

4.82

37

AS3967

1.23

31

7.77

55

AS6461

0.52

36

3.97

53

TABLE VII
N UMBER OF NOT- VIA ADDRESSES REQUIRED
AS Number

interface-specific

interface-agnostic

Abilene

31

79

1221

304

656

1755

774

1973

3257

755

1746

3967

781

2063

6461

1015

1979

the results of our evaluation of per-packet overhead with
LOLS to convey the blacklist information. Table VI shows the
average and maximum size of the blacklist array accumulated
at a node for dealing with two link/node failures in several
real topologies. Here, interface-specific corresponds to the approach described above where forwarding of a packet depends
on its incoming interface, and interface-agnostic refers to
conventional interface independent forwarding. These results
show that on average, a node sees less than 10 distinct blacklists among all possible one or two link/node failures across all
topologies. As expected, interface-specific forwarding further
reduces the blacklist array size, bringing down the average to
less than 1.5. Even in the worse case, the maximum number
of distinct blacklists at a node even without being interfacespecific is less than 60. Therefore, 6 bits would be sufficient to
encode blacklist information for providing protection against
any one or two link/node failures in all of these topologies.
Blacklist encoding through not-via addresses: The above
evaluation results show that LOLS requires less than a byte
of space in the packet to encode the blacklist, which is
quite reasonable for guaranteeing protection against any two
failures in the network. To make this scheme more amenable
to practical deployment, we can convey blacklist information
using not-via addresses as explained in Section IV-B. To
reiterate, a packet with destination d which is supposed to
carry blacklist b is encapsulated in another packet with not-via
address d0 , where d0 implicitly indicates that the packet should
be forwarded “not-via” the corresponding blacklist b. Note that
such an encapsulation is done only when a packet has to carry
a non-empty blacklist over a few hops near a failure. One may
argue that the Not-via scheme, which is designed for single
failures, could be applied for protection against two failures.
A straightforward application of Not-via for dealing with two
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failures may potentially need O(|E|2 |V|) not-via addresses (and
forwarding entries). We show that LOLS can handle two failures with several orders of magnitude less addresses. Table VII
gives the results for six real topologies considered in our
evaluation. As before, interface-specific forwarding requires
fewer addresses. Even with interface-agnostic forwarding on
topologies with up to 160 nodes, the implementation of LOLS
needs only around 2000 not-via addresses. Once again, these
results establish the scalability and practicality of LOLS.

B. Complexity Analysis of LOLS
LOLS deviates from the conventional destination based
forwarding and instead determines the next hop based on both
blacklist and destination. Therefore, it is pertinent to ask, what
is the cost of computing and looking up the blacklist based
forwarding table. Below, we analyze the complexity of the
practical version of LOLS for dealing with any two failures.
Blacklist based forwarding table lookup: The traditional
IP address lookup involves identifying the longest matching
prefix. A wide variety of methods have been proposed to
speed up lookup time [38]. A representative approach performs
binary search on prefix length, which takes O(log w) time,
where w is the number of bits in the IP address [38]. Along
those lines, it is possible to perform blacklist based forwarding
table lookup in O(log(w + b)) time, where b is the number of
bits needed to encode blacklist. Considering that 6 bits are
sufficient to encode blacklist for the evaluated topologies, we
argue that the lookup time for forwarding under LOLS would
be in the same order as that of traditional forwarding.
Blacklist based forwarding table computation: The time
consuming part of this computation is the collection of blacklists at each router. It involves simulating the forwarding
of packets for each possible failure scenario. Since typical
networks are sparse, as is the case with the real topologies
listed in Table IV, the number of failure scenarios to consider
e 2 ). For each failure scenario, we need |V|
e comare O(|V|
putations of Dijkstra – one for each router in the network,
e 2 log |V|).
e We then simulate forwarding of
which takes O(|V|
packets from nodes that are adjacent to failures to all other
e In general, it is not
nodes in the network, which is O(|V|).
necessary that a packet has to be forwarded all the way to its
destination, since blacklist gets reset upon forward progress.
Considering that blacklist propagation distance in most cases
e 5 log |V)|.
e
is less than 4 hops, the overall complexity is O(|V|
While this complexity seems high, note that only when a
failure lasts beyond a threshold duration, non-adjacent nodes
get notified of the failure and recompute their blacklist based
forwarding tables. Since most failures are transient, they do
not trigger link state advertisements and cause recomputation
of forwarding tables. Nevertheless, we intend to improve
upon this complexity by making use of optimizations such
as incremental shortest path tree computation.

VII. I SSUES AND D ISCUSSION
We have thus far presented LOLS, evaluated its performance, and demonstrated its potential benefits. Now we discuss some of the issues pertinent to its practical deployment.
What would be the disruption time with LOLS? The disruption time due to a link failure under LOLS comprises the time
periods for the link failure detection and initiation of local
rerouting. There are various link failure detection mechanisms
employed in practice, with response time ranging from tens
of milliseconds to a few seconds. For example, a line card
can typically detect loss of electrical connectivity or loss of
light in tens of milliseconds. On the other hand, hellos as
implemented in IGP protocols result in much slower failure
detection, typically in seconds. Given the dominance of packet
over SDH/SONET links in backbone networks that have builtin hardware failure detection capability, it is reasonable to
assume that the link failure detection time is around 20ms [9].
Assuming that the forwarding plane is pre-loaded with failover forwarding tables, a router upon detecting an adjacent
failure can initiate local rerouting within a few milliseconds,
keeping the total disruption time sub-50ms.
How to realize changes to packet format and forwarding
process? A practical hurdle to deployment of LOLS is that
it requires carrying blacklist information in the packet and
forwarding based on both blacklist and destination. Though
the blacklist is mostly empty and less than a byte is needed
to encode it, LOLS necessitates changes to the forwarding
plane. A way to convey blacklist information in the packet
without changing its format is to employ not-via addressing
as described earlier. A straightforward application of not-via
addressing for dealing with two failures may potentially need
e 2 ) not-via addresses (and forwarding entries) to convey
O(|E|
the two failure information.LOLS can deal with two failures
using much fewer number of not-via addresses as shown in
Table VII. This gain is due to the local semantics of these
addresses and thus at the expense of not-via address potentially
changing at a few hops around the failures. We plan to study
whether we can assign global addresses to convey blacklists
and eliminate this per-hop forwarding overhead without using
excessive number of not-via addresses. Another alternative
suggested previously [25] is to exploit the MPLS infrastructure
in todays hardware routers. A blacklist index may be embedded into an MPLS label upon a packets entrance to an ISPs
network and swapped at each hop during forwarding. We need
to further explore different ways of implementing LOLS.
When to trigger link state advertisement and initiate route
convergence? The main idea behind LOLS is to perform
local rerouting in case of a failure instead of advertising it
to the whole network. This approach of suppressing failure
notification makes sense when most of the failures are shortlived, lasting no longer than a few minutes [2]. However, if a
failure persists beyond a threshold duration (say 5 minutes),
it may be better to advertise it and let all routers in the
network recompute their routing tables. Longer threshold duration increases the probability of multiple suppressed failures.
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However, since LOLS continues forwarding despite multiple
failures, the choice of threshold value mainly affects the
routing optimality. We should however point out that currently
LOLS can not guarantee loop-free forwarding during route
convergence. Previously proposed approaches such as ordered
updates for avoiding loops during convergence only work
with single failures [39]. A recently proposed scheme for fast
reroute with fast convergence (FCFR) [40] is also meant for
single failures but amenable for extension to multiple failures.
We are currently integrating FCFR with LOLS to ensure loopfree rerouting and convergence even with multiple failures.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented LOLS, a localized on-demand
link state routing for handling multiple failures in IP backbone
networks. The core idea behind LOLS is to have packets carry
a blacklist of degraded links encountered along the path that
are to be avoided in order to ensure loop-free forwarding. The
key feature of LOLS is that a packet’s blacklist is reset as soon
as it makes forward progress towards the destination, limiting
the propagation of failure information to just a few hops. We
have proved that LOLS guarantees loop-free forwarding to
reachable destinations regardless of the number of failures in
the network. We have evaluated the overhead due to LOLS
using several large real topologies and shown that it scales
better than the recently proposed scheme FCP which has
similar failure resilience objectives. We have also presented
a practical version of LOLS for protecting against predefined
failures, and shown that it needs only a modest number of
header bits or not-via addresses for handling any two link/node
failures. Our plan is to implement a prototype of LOLS using
Mininet system [41] to demonstrate its deployability.
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A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Loop-Free Forwarding with LOLS
We now prove that LOLS guarantees loop-free delivery of
a packet if the destination is reachable. Intuitively, this is true
because of the invariant that at each hop we have either (i) a
e E);
e or ii) an addition
decrease in the cost to p.dest in G = (V,
to p.blist; or iii) a decrease in the cost to p.dest in graph
e Ee \ p.blist). Based on this observation, we define a
G = (V,
metric on a packet’s forwarding state such that the metric is
always strictly decreasing at each hop, thereby guaranteeing
loop-freedom2 . The formal proof is given below.
Theorem: Assuming that the setSof all links Ee and the set of
all degraded links Be (where Be = i Bei ) do not change during
the life time of a packet p, LOLS guarantees that if there exists
e Ee \ B),
e then p
a path between p.source and p.dest in G = (V,
will be delivered in a finite number of hops, and if there is no
path, p will be dropped in a finite number of hops.
Proof: We first prove that p will never be caught in
an infinite forwarding loop. Suppose i is the node currently
forwarding p. Let us assume that link costs are integers as they
can be scaled if necessary. Making use of the invariant property
mentioned above, we can define an integer metric m(p) based
on the forwarding state of p such that m(p) always decreases
at each hop. Specifically, we define m(p) = α×Ci p.dest (Ẽ)−
β ×|p.blist|+Ci p.dest (Ẽ\p.blist), where |p.blist| is the size of
p’s blacklist3 . Note that each of the three components of m(p)
corresponds to one of component in the invariant property. α
e E))
e chosen
and β are integer parameters (of graph G = (V,
such that the combined effects of the invariant property make
m(p) decreasing at each hop. For example, we can choose
e ∀E ⊆ E,
e Cx y (E) < ∞}.
β > maxx,y,E {Cx y (E)|∀x, y ∈ V,
In that way, when Ci p.dest (Ẽ) does not change in a hop, the
2 Note that such a metric would have been impossible should there exists an
infinite forwarding loop. We also note that under LOLS, a packet p may be
forwarded to a node it has visited before. However, in such a circumstance, p
always has either a different p.cost or a different p.blist. Since the number of
combinations of cost and blacklist is finite for a given graph, LOLS guarantees
that p is never caught in an infinite forwarding loop.
3 We define m(p) only when C
i p.dest (Ẽ\p.blist) < ∞. Otherwise, the
packet p is dropped by LOLS, and m(p) is undefined.

decrease of m(p) due to increase of |p.blist| (at least 1) always
dominates the (potential) increase of m(p) due to its third
e + 1), such
component. Similarly, we can define α > β × (|E|
that any decrease of Ci p.dest (Ẽ) (at least 1) will dominate the
rest of m(p). Based on the definition of m(p), we observe that
m(p) is always an integer; it starts as a finite positive integer
and never goes negative; and it strictly decreases at every hop.
Therefore, p can not be caught in an infinite forwarding loop,
since that would imply an inevitable negative m(p) value after
certain number of steps. In other words, p is either delivered
or dropped after a finite number of hops.
We now show that p is always delivered if there exists
e Ee \ B).
e We prove the contrapositive. Suppose
a path in (V,
p is dropped. This can only happen when LOLS algorithm
returns ∅. In that case, there is no path from i to p.dest
e Ee \ p.blist). Since p.blist ⊆ B,
e we therefore have
in (V,
e and there is no path between i and p.dest
Ee \ p.blist ⊇ Ee \ B,
e Ee \ B).
e Further, the fact that there exists a path from
in (V,
e Ee \ B)
e implies that there exists no path
p.source to i in (V,
e Ee \ B).
e Otherwise, tracing back
from p.source to p.dest in (V,
from i to p.source and then to p.dest constitutes a path from
i to p.dest.
Finally, suppose there exists no path from p.source to p.dest
e Ee \ B).
e Since p can not be delivered and will never be
in (V,
caught in an infinite loop, the only possibility is that p will be
dropped in a finite number of hops, concluding the proof.
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